In a previous paper9 a lead system, consisting of nine surface electrocardiogram recordings taken at fixed, well-defined anatomical locations, was designed. In each patient these nine leads, linearly combined, were found capable of resynthesizing, within the noise level, all the waveforms recorded on the thoracic surface.
The object of the present paper was to apply this 9-lead system to patients with biventricular hypertrophy and to compare its diagnostic performance to that of the Frank leads. Both systems were submitted to identical statistical procedures. Differentiation between the diagnoses of biventricular hypertrophy and normal persons, patients with left ventricular hyper- Table 2 gives the differentiation between records from normal patients and those from patients with biventricular hypertrophy; four variables were retained for the 9-lead system and for the Frank leads. The best discriminators for the 9-lead system were located in the upper sternal and upper middorsal regions and depicted in figure 1 . The performance defined as 1/2 (sensitivity + specificity)'1 was 93.5% for the 9-lead system and 88.5% for the Frank leads. The performance on the control groups of normals and BVH for both systems gave values of 88% for the nine leads and 84.5% for the Frank leads.
In table 3 differentiation between BVH and LVH is shown: the performance for the 9-lead system reached 85% and for the Frank leads, 69%. The best discriminators between LVH and BVH were found on the left precordial leads in the 9-lead system ( fig. 2 ). Most discriminating measurements on the Frank leads were situated on the X lead. The performance levels obtained with the control groups of BVH and LVH for the nine leads and the Frank leads were 82% and 70%, respectively.
Circulationl. Volumnie The differentiation between BVH and RVH is described in table 4. The four variables chosen for the 9-lead system as best discriminators between these two pathological entities were equally distributed over the left sternal and left precordial and the upper mid and left dorsal regions ( fig. 3 ). The 9-lead system yielded a performance of 81% and the Frank leads, 75%. The controls were 78% and 76%, respectively.
The pairwise differentiations thus far presentednormal vs BVH, BVH vs LVH, and BVH vs RVHare useful for the determination of the best discriminators if one particular pathological entity is considered, but, in a normal clinical setting we deal with patients in whom the diagnosis is not known, or at best, presumed. All ECG diagnoses have to be considered simultaneously.`6 Dealing in this paper with the particular problem of ventricular hypertrophy and wishing to enhance the clinical usefulness of the discriminant functions, a stepwise procedure ( fig. 4) is proposed which could be applied to patients in which some kind (not a priori known) of cardiac hypertrophy, whether pure right, pure left, or combined is present.
In a first step, we differentiated the normal individuals from a pool of patients with pure left, pure right, or combined ventricular hypertrophy. Table 5 gives the differentiation achieved between these two groups, using eight discriminators: a performance of 89.5% was obtained with the 9-lead system and of 82.5% with the Frank leads. The repetition of these measurements on control groups yielded 86.5% for the nine leads and 79% for the Frank leads. In the second step, differentiation between left and right ventricular hypertrophy was looked for in the group of patients classified as "hypertrophy" after the first step. The discriminant function computed for this differentiation can be seen in table 6 . Performances of 87.5% and 76% were achieved for the nine leads and the Frank leads respectively; the controls yielded 82% and 69%, respectively. Finally, in a last step differentiation between BVH and LVH, and BVH and RVH was sought using the discriminant functions shown in tables 3 and 4.
The final results of this stepwise procedure and the results in separate control groups are shown in table 7 for both lead systems. The total percentage of correctly classified patients was 79% (control 73%) with the nine lead system and 62% (control 55%) with the Frank leads. As stated earlier (see Results) the practical utilization of separated, pairwise discrimination might lead the clinician to contradictory findings. For instance, a patient with BVH could be recognized as normal if the question normal or BVH is asked and yet be classified as LVH when the question BVH or LVH is raised and RVH when confronted with a BVH-RVH choice; it is indeed confusing for the clinician to find a patient with both LVH and RVH and still labeled normal when compared to BVH. Two solutions to this problem are possible: First, use of a decision tree leading ultimately to one unequivocal response, or second, use of multigroup diagnosis. The second possibility, although probably the most accurate one because it analyzes all possible ECG diagnoses simultaneously, is beyond the scope of this work and will be dealt with in a later paper. The first method leads to the results summarized in table 7 . The advantage of this approach is an unequivocal classification, but this is offset by diminishing recognition rates as misclassifications occur at each step and are finally cumulative.
Repeatability of the Results
The reproducibility of the results on new independent samples, although reasonable, was not entirely satisfactory (tables [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] : the main reason for this must be found in the marginal size of the samples involved in this study.17 18 The amount of deterioration of results varies with the groups considered and indicates that one should adapt the sample size to the pathological condition under study.18 Larger populations have to be investigated before practical clinical use can be made of the computed discriminant functions. The main goal of this paper was the illustration of the diagnostic potential of a new, 9-lead system as compared to the Frank leads.
